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Caddy puts the fun back into life.
Life is always busy. But with a Caddy it can 

be fun. With efficient engines, intelligent 

use of space, superb performance and 

brilliant handling, Caddy is a smart choice 

and genuinely enjoyable to drive. The 

Caddy range has been designed to match 

your busy urban lifestyle. Monday to 

Friday, you’ve got a myriad of work 

commitments and need a vehicle that is 

agile, comfortable, versatile and efficient. 

It has to be easy to get around the city 

and easy to park too. After-hours, there 

are kids to collect from band practice 

and sport – “Hey Mum, can we give my 

mates a lift home too?” Enroute, you’ll 

need to duck in to pick up a week’s 

worth of groceries that fit alongside the 

sports bags and guitar cases in the boot. 

Caddy takes all this in its stride and 

makes your working week a joy.

Typically though, life on the weekends 

gets even busier. And so too does the 

Caddy. Saturday morning sport across 

town? Simple. Trips to the beach for the 

whole family? Easy. Golf on Sunday 

afternoon? Flip a seat up and slip the 

clubs in – no problem. Then back home 

past the petrol station (no need to stop 

because the needle on the fuel gauge 

has hardly moved all week), up the tight 

laneway and back into the garage. Slide 

the big doors of the Caddy open. Life 

spills out. “What’s for dinner, Mum?”  

If only your Caddy could cook too.
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The BluetoothTM word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device.
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The latest Caddy has a stylish face that 

matches the Volkswagen DNA thanks to 

sleek headlights and a redesigned bumper 

and grille, which are paired with an 

elegant bonnet and front guards. Overall, 

the Caddy range has a more refined, more 

sophisticated front end. But it’s not just a 

pretty face. Caddy sports instrumentation, 

audio/navigation system and a range of 

engine and transmission options that 

achieve impressive fuel consumption and 

environmental figures.

As you would expect, the build quality and 

attention to detail is typically Volkswagen. 

And when you add the impressive list of 

safety and security features in the Caddy, 

it’s a choice that makes tremendous sense. 

Safety features include driver and front 

passenger airbags with side head and 

thorax airbags for added protection.  

Caddy also features ESP (Electronic 

Stability Programme) and TCS (Traction 

Control System) as standard, which will 

keep you safe when the road conditions 

aren’t. You’ll also benefit from ABS (Anti-lock 

Braking System), EBA (Electronic Brake 

Assist) and EBD (Electronic Brake 

Distribution) – absolute essentials for 

protecting life on the road. 

All Caddy models now come standard  

with Bluetooth™ and cruise control for 

added convenience. And for added peace 

of mind, Caddy comes with unlimited 

kilometre warranty 3 year and Capped 

Price Servicing.

More than just  
a pretty face.

The BluetoothTM word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device.
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Optional leather multifunction steering wheel and “Lights and Vision” package shown.
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This is really the most versatile compact 

people mover in the world. Before your 

very eyes, the five seat Caddy Trendline 

(with seven seats an option) can transform 

into a variety of vehicles depending on 

what’s required.

The three seats in the back are extremely 

comfortable and aren’t just designed for 

kids. Even the tallest of adults will feel 

right at home thanks to generous head 

and leg room. These rear seats are foldable 

and can even be removed entirely (a 

straightforward operation thanks to the 

dual sliding door setup that provides easy 

access to the cabin). With all seats out, 

there’s an amazing 3.0m3 back there for 

larger luggage and all the bulky items that 

add fun to your life – surfboards, bicycles, 

golf clubs, you name it. Even with all the 

seats in place, there’s plenty of room for 

luggage, and the multitude of handy 

storage compartments within the cabin 

can fit all sorts of odds and ends.

Caddy Trendline excels when it comes to 

people moving. Thanks to brilliant 

German design, meticulous construction 

and the long list of safety inclusions, 

Caddy Trendline ensures the people 

you’re moving around are looked after in 

every respect.

You can fit more 
life into Caddy 
Trendline.

Optional 3rd row seats.

Five seats.

Seven seats.

Rear seats removed.
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Life has a habit of growing. It could be a 

growing family, it could be a growing 

social life or quite possibly a mixture of 

both. Hey, there’s nothing like having a 

little more fun, is there?

Thankfully, Caddy Maxi Comfortline is 

there to cater for more life. Caddy Maxi 

Comfortline is almost half a metre longer 

than Caddy Trendline, adding even more 

room to comfortably include a third row 

of seats and turning Caddy Maxi 

Comfortline into the smartest seven seat 

people mover around.

Thanks to ingenious German design, the 

rear seating configuration can be altered 

to match whatever life throws at it. Need 

to get a troupe of six kids to the party? 

Not a problem. You can even take a 

troupe of six happy adults to the party if 

you want. 

With generous head and leg room, 

passenger size is not an issue. Then 

there’s the option of taking out the back 

row of seats and suddenly you’ve got 

space for kid’s bikes, some director’s 

chairs, a foldup table, eskies, hampers 

and a portable barbecue so you can take 

Caddy Maxi Comfortline. The more the merrier.

The BluetoothTM word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 
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the party with you! And if you decide to 

take out all the rear seats, you’ve probably 

got enough room to have the whole party 

in the back.

Caddy Maxi Comfortline is not short on 

features. Rear parking sensors, automatic 

headlights and wipers, and climate 

controlled air conditioning keep you safe 

and comfortable. The upgraded audio 

system with BluetoothTM streaming and 

steering wheel controls mean you’re in 

total control. Alloy wheels and body 

coloured bumpers, front fog lights with a 

handy cornering function and roof rails 

complete the package.

Caddy‘s generous width lets you fit three child seats  
side by side.

Seven seats.

Five seats. 3rd row removed.

Two seats. 2nd and 3rd rows removed.
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Overseas model shown.
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Caddy Maxi Comfortline doesn’t just put 

more fun into life, it allows you to get 

more out of life too. There’s plenty of 

space to take everything you need for a 

long road trip to a weekend escape. And if 

you’re planning on something a little more 

adventurous on the road less travelled, 

there’s always the option of 4MOTION – 

Volkswagen’s clever all-wheel drive 

system that provides your Caddy with 

extra grip in standard off-road situations. 

The tractive force of the Caddy 4MOTION 

is distributed by Volkswagen’s ingeniously 

designed, electronically regulated 4th 

generation Haldex coupling system. As soon 

as the system detects any wheel spin from 

either axle, two annular piston pumps are 

activated which build up pressure in the 

multi-plate Haldex system – effectively 

“coupling” the two axles to each other. The 

coupling provides an infinitely variable 

torque transfer between the front and rear 

axles, depending on the degree of slip in 

the rear or the front. Of course, you won’t 

be aware of the lightning quick adjustments 

being made by the system beneath you. 

All you will feel is sure-footed handling.

When you arrive at your destination, it’s 

easy to unload the mountain bikes, golf 

clubs, surfboards, snowboards, fishing 

gear, or whatever it is that you love doing, 

and jump into your favourite recreation. 

Although the hard part comes when you 

have to force yourself to stop driving and 

start recreating! Caddy Maxi Comfortline is 

almost too much fun to drive. 

Life, recreated.



Overhead storage area. It’s easy to 

keep your Caddy well organised thanks 

to the cavernous overhead storage 

compartment.

CT CMC
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Features

“Park Assistant” is available for Caddy 

Maxi Comfortline as an option. Various 

parking manoeuvres are possible to 

make Caddy even easier to get around 

in. This option is not available with 

4MOTION technology.

RNS315 Satellite navigation  

multimedia system. Volkswagen’s own 

state-of-the-art innovation. This 

system features 5” touch screen,  

SD card reader, Aux-in socket with  

AM/FM stereo and single CD player.

Lumbar support: a comfortable ride. 

In order to ensure no matter how long 

your journey you arrive feeling relaxed, 

lumbar support for both front seats is 

available as an option on all Caddy 

models. 

“Lights & Vision.” This assistance 

feature includes automatic headlight 

activation, separate daytime running 

lights, “Leaving home/Coming home” 

function where headlights activate as 

you lock or unlock the vehicle and a 

windshield wiper with rain sensor.

Caddy BluetoothTM enables telephone 

hands-free operation with all Caddy 

audio units. For units with RCD310 or 

RNS315 the ability to wireless stream 

audio tracks from BluetoothTM 

equipped phones and media players is 

also included. 
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Caddy is equipped for practicality, comfort and worry-free driving. Standard features 

include electric windows and door mirrors and central locking with radio-remote 

control. Say goodbye to hill starts with Hill Hold and enjoy the ease of speed-related 

variable steering assist and Cruise control as standard on all models. A variety of 

optional assistance systems add a finishing touch to the comfort and convenience of 

your Caddy.

standard

optional extra

CT            Caddy Trendline

CMC     Caddy Maxi Comfortline

CT CMC

17” Budapest alloy wheel. This stylish 

alloy wheel can be added to Caddy to 

upgrade the 16” Siracusa alloy wheel 

which comes with Caddy Maxi 

Comfortline. 

CMC

CT CMC

CT CMCCMC

CT CMC
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 The seat belt warning reminds the 

driver that seat belts are not fastened. 

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution 

(EBD) prevents lock-up of the rear 

wheels when the vehicle weight is 

transferred to the front wheels under 

heavy braking.

The Brake Assist system recognises 

the speed at which the brake pedal is 

pushed. Under reflex or emergency 

braking, the system senses the urgent 

need and applies full brake pressure 

more rapidly.

The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) 

prevents wheels from locking up and 

improves manoeuvrability.

Safety

EBD

The Caddy has a comprehensive package of intelligent safety systems so that you have 

reassuring all-round protection. With safety equipment such as multiple airbags, ABS, 

with EDL, ASR, EBD and ESP with Brake Assist we have created an environment that is 

not just comfortable – it’s also protective.

CT CMC

CT CMC

CT CMC

CT CMC

The BluetoothTM word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 

Airbags. All Caddy models have driver 

and passenger front airbags, plus front 

side head/thorax airbags as standard.

The Electronic Stabilisation Programme 

(ESP), including hill holder, prevents 

the vehicle from swerving in critical 

driving conditions. 

CT CMC

CT CMC
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Accessories

Parking distance control, rear. Four 

sensors and an acoustic warning signal 

ensure safe reverse parking. The park 

distance control is activated automatically 

when reverse gear is selected.

Mud flaps, front and rear. Protect the 

underbody, bumper and rear against 

flying dirt and minimise dangerous 

stone chipping and water spray. 

1 set = 2 pieces.

Rear moulded boot mat. This rubber 

mat is shaped to the back of your 

Caddy for an ideal fit. It is easily 

removed for cleaning and the non-slip 

surface prevents items slipping around.

Textile Floor mat. The textile floor mats are 

perfectly shaped to fit the footwells and 

are made from hard-wearing, thick woven 

velour. The front mats sport recessed 

Caddy lettering in anthracite. The mats are 

fixed to prevent slipping using the points 

provided in the floor area.

Bicycle Holder. Consists of an 

aerodynamically shaped plastic profile 

with chrome-plated steel frame. Easy  

to use, with locking system for peace  

of mind.

Rubber floor mats. These rugged mats 

with Caddy motif are available for both 

the passenger and driver side and do an 

excellent job of protecting the floor from 

wear and tear.

A Caddy leaves hardly anything to be desired. However, if you would like a few 

extras, Volkswagen Genuine Accessories offer you many interesting items of 

equipment. Not only will they add considerable value to your Caddy it will make 

your life more enjoyable.

Overseas model shown. Overseas model shown.
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Technical specifications

Engine TDI250 TDI320

Type 4 Cylinder, DOHC, 16 Valve 4 Cylinder, DOHC, 16 Valve

Capacity, litres/cc 1.6 / 1,598 2.0 / 1,968

Installation Transverse Transverse

Bore x Stroke / Compression ratio 79.5 x 80.5 / 16.5:1 95.5 x 81 / 16.0:2

Construction materials Alloy head with cast iron block Alloy head with cast iron block

Maximum power, kW @ rpm 75 @ 4,400 103 @ 4,200

Maximum torque, Nm @ rpm 250 @ 1,500 – 2,500 320 @ 1,750 – 2,500

Induction type Single turbocharger Single turbocharger

Intercooled Yes Yes 

Emissions standard* Euro 5 with Diesel Particle Filter (DPF) Euro 5 with Diesel Particle Filter (DPF)

Transmission – manual 5 Speed –

Transmission – automatic 7 Speed DSG 6 Speed DSG

Driven wheels Front wheel drive Front wheel drive / 4MOTION

Wheels and tyres

Wheels Steel 15” x 6J Alloy 16” x 6J

Tyres 195/65 R15 91T 205/55 R16 94H

Fuel consumption and performance

Fuel type Diesel Diesel

Fuel system Common Rail Direct Injection Common Rail Direct Injection

Fuel tank capacity, litres 60 60

Comb / Urban / Ex Urban • CO2 Comb / Urban / Ex Urban • CO2

Manual Litre/100km • CO
2
 (Trendline) 5.9 / 6.8 / 5.4 • 155 –

Automatic, Litre/100km • CO
2
 (Trendline) 5.9 / 6.7 / 5.4 • 155 –

Automatic, Litre/100km • CO
2
 (Maxi Comfortline) 5.9 / 6.7 / 5.4 • 155 6.5 / 7.9 / 5.7 • 171

4MOTION DSG, Litre/100km • CO
2
 – 6.8 / 8.4 / 6.0 • 179

* Emission level according to European Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 and Regulation (EC) No. 692/2008. The information and the specifications contained within this document were 
correct at the time of issue. Due to our continuous process of improvement our products are continually updated and changes may be made to the specifications from time to time. 
Not all vehicles or options may be available. Check at time of ordering.

Drivetrain

Suspension and steering TDI250 TDI320

Front axle Independent McPherson struts, sub-frame with coil springs and gas filled dampers

Rear axle Rigid rear axle with leaf springs

Steering Speed sensitive electro-mechanical power steering

Brakes

Front Disc brakes – vented, mm 312 x 25

Rear Disc brakes – solid, mm 272 x 10

Brake systems ESP, ABS, ASR, MSR, EDL and Hill Holder
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Measurements and statistics

11
61

11
20

Caddy Trendline Caddy Maxi Comfortline / 4MOTION

Weights TDI250 TDI320

Towing capacity, braked / unbraked, kg 1,300 / 670 1,300 / 670

Towing downball load, kg 75 75

Trendline Maxi Comfortline

TDI250 TDI250 TDI320 TDI320 4MOTION

GVM, kg Manual 2,264 – – –

Auto 2,280 2,365 2,380 2,415

Unladen mass1, kg Manual 1,500 – – –

Auto 1,518 1,656 1,667 1,745

Exterior dimensions Trendline Maxi Comfortline Maxi Comfortline 4MOTION

Length, mm 4,406 4,876 4,876

Width, mm 1,794 1,794 1,794

Width, including door mirrors, mm 2,062 2,062 2,062

Height, mm 1,822 1,861 1,893

Wheelbase, mm 2,681 3,006 3,006

Turning circle, m 11.1 12.2 12.2

Interior dimensions (Passenger area)

Cargo capacity, m3 3.03 3.88

Cargo capacity behind 1st row, m3 0.75 1.35

Cargo capacity behind 2nd row, m3 0.19 0.53

Maximum length, mm 1,781 2,250

Maximum length behind 1st row, mm 1,353 1,823

Maximum length behind 2nd row, mm – 710

Maximum width, mm 1,161 1,306

Maximum width between wheel arches, mm 1,120 1,120

Maximum height, mm 1,229 1,233

Cargo entry 

Rear tailgate width, mm 1,185 1,185

Rear tailgate height, mm 1,134 1,134

Lateral sliding doors width, mm 701 701

Lateral sliding doors height, mm 1,086 1,086

Warranty and service

Vehicle 3 Years, Unlimited km 

Paint / Corrosion 3 Years / 12 Years

Road side assistance 3 Years, Unlimited km 

1 The Unladen Mass (UM) includes 10L of fuel, vehicle fluids and no occupants. Figures quoted are for base model vehicles only. 2 Dimensions for vehicles fitted with 4MOTION.



Standard and optional equipment

Safety and security Caddy Trendline Caddy Maxi Comfortline

Airbag for driver and front passenger S S

Head and thorax airbags for driver and front passenger S S

Central locking system with radio remote control and interior release mechanism S S

2nd key with remote control for locking systems S S

Electronic vehicle immobiliser S S

Anti-theft alarm system with back-up horn and SAFELOCK O O

Seat belt warning buzzer S S

First aid kit and warning triangle S S

Child restraint anchor points (3 in second row of seats) – S

Driver assist

Hill hold control S S

Speed-related variable steering assist (Servotronic) electro-mechanical S S

Park distance control acoustic warning signal for obstacles, rear O S

Parallel parking assist with park distance control, front and rear – O

Audio and media

Mobile Device Interface (Aux-in) in glove compartment, to connect external  

audio sources
S S

RCD210 Radio CD Player (single DIN with storage area) S –

RCD310 Radio CD Player speakers. Includes high-grade tuner, MP3/WMA CD  

compatibility, climate information display, and parking sensor display (if fitted)
O S

RNS315 Satellite Navigation / Multimedia 5” touch screen, SD card reader, Aux-in socket 
(to replace glovebox Aux-in). Also includes AM/FM radio with RDS and single CD player.

O O

6 loudspeakers S S

Bluetooth™ connectivity S S

Multifunction display with digital speedometer, average speed, distance, range,  

average fuel consumption, current fuel consumption, travel time, speed warning and oil 

temperature readings

S S

Leather multifunction steering wheel (3-spoke) with control for radio, multifunction 

display and mobile phone
O S

Exterior

Metallic paint O O

Pearl effect paint O O

Bumper (plastic) painted in body colour O S

Body-coloured exterior mirror housings, door handles and tailgate handle S S

Radiator grille with chrome-plated strip – S

Rear license plate bracket in body colour with chrome strip – S

Roof rail/rack preparation (per side) 3 –

Black roof rails O S

Wheels and tyres

15” x 6J Steel wheels with full cover with 195/65 R15 91T tyres S –

16” x 6J Alloy wheels “Siracusa” with 205/55 R16 94H tyres O S

17” x 6J Alloy wheels “Budapest” silver, machined face with 205/50 R17 93H tyres – O

Steel spare wheel with OE tyre (4MOTION model fitted with tyre mobility set instead of 

spare wheel)
S S

Alloy spare wheel with OE tyre (not 4MOTION) – O

The BluetoothTM word mark is owned by The Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Not all devices will be compatible and functionality will vary depending on the device. 
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Standard and optional equipment

Seats Caddy Trendline Caddy Maxi Comfortline

Seating capacity 5 ( 7 optional) 7

Fabric seat coverings “Milan” S –

Fabric seat coverings “Cheyenne” – S

Height adjustment for front seats S S

Manually adjustable lumbar support in front seats O O

3-seater bench (separately folding, fold/tumble and removable) in 2nd row of seats S S

2-seater bench (folding and removable) in 3rd row of seats O S

Windows and doors

Heat insulated windshield S S

Windshield wiper intermittent control S –

Windshield wiper with intermittent control and rain sensor – S

Driver and passenger power windows with one–touch up/down S S

Dark tinted glass (privacy) O S

Side windows (rigid) in load/passenger compartment, rear left S S

Side windows (rigid) in load/passenger compartment, rear right S S

Sliding window in passenger compartment, front left S S

Sliding window in passenger compartment, front right S S

Rear window wiper and washer system with intermittent control S S

Tailgate with heated window aperture S S

LHS sliding door in passenger compartment S S

RHS sliding door in passenger compartment S S

Air conditioning

Manual air conditioning S –

“Climatronic” dual zone air conditioning system – S

Interior

Carpet floor covering in cab S S

Carpet floor covering in passenger compartment S S

Rubber floor covering in passenger/load compartment O –

Storage compartment under front seat(s) S S

Left and right top luggage nets in roof frame of passenger compartment S S

Moulded roof lining in cabin and passenger compartment S S

Leather parts scope – S

Centre console with arm rest and 3 cup holders (2 front, 1 rear) S –

Centre console with adjustable arm rest and 3 cup holders (2 front, 1 rear) – S

Folding luggage compartment cover – S

12-volt socket in luggage boot S S

12-volt socket in tray and dash O O

Comfort

Dust and pollen filter S S

Cruise control S S

Exterior mirrors, electrically adjustable and heated S S

Lighting

Halogen headlight S –

Halogen twin headlights – S

Separate daytime running lights (permanently switched on during driving) S –



Standard and optional equipment

Lighting Caddy Trendline Caddy Maxi Comfortline

Front fog lights with cornering function O S

“Lights & Vision” (auto headlights, separate daytime running lights, “Leaving home/

Coming home” function, windshield wiper with rain sensor plus auto dimming  

interior mirror) 

O S

Instrumentation

Instrument insert (km/h); indication of speed, total/trip mileage, engine speed,  

fuel level and time
S S

Mechanical

Tow hitch preparations: includes detector control unit, wiring harness and  

trailer stabilisation
O O

S = Standard     –  = Not Available     O = Optional

The Caddy  –  Standard and optional equipment  –  19
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standard

optional extra

CT          Caddy Trendline

CMC     Caddy Maxi Comfortline

Paint colours

The bodywork is first galvanised to give your Volkswagen vehicle 

optimum protection against mechanical and chemical influences. 

Only then is the paint applied in several layers and left to harden. 

The result is a scratch-resistant, hard finish for the top coat – so 

that you always leave a brilliant impression with your friends.

Natural Grey

Metallic paint*

M4M4

 

CT CMC

Lava Red

Metallic paint*

F0F0

CT CMC

Salsa Red

Solid paint

4Y4Y

Black Berry

Metallic paint*

C0C0

CT CMC

CT CMC

Ravenna Blue

Metallic paint*

5Z5Z

CT CMC

Honey Orange

Metallic paint*

4V4V

CT CMC

Reflex Silver

Metallic paint*

8E8E

CT CMC

Candy White

Solid paint

B4B4

CT CMC

Viper Green

Metallic paint*

6B6B

 

CT CMC
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Trim

High-quality, robust materials and skilled workmanship are 

essential in the manufacture of hard-wearing seat upholstery.  

The colours and patterns for the upholstery are painstakingly 

matched to the interior trim and paint finishes.

Caddy Trendline
Milan/Anthracite

Cloth upholstery+

NY

Caddy Maxi 
Comfortline
Cheyenne/ 

Anthracite

Cloth upholstery+

NY

Toffee Brown

Metallic paint*

4Q4Q

Deep Black

Pearl effect paint*

2T2T

CT CMC CT CMC

Night Blue

Metallic paint*

Z2Z2

CT CMC

* Metallic and pearl effect paint are available at extra cost. The illustrations on these pages can only be regarded as a general guide as the printing process cannot render the colours 
with absolute accuracy. Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available.  + The seat pattern on the left shows the centre 
panel, and the seat pattern on the right shows the outer panel. 

Bamboo Garden

Metallic paint*

3T3T

CT CMC

Sundown Orange

Metallic paint*

Z7Z7

CT CMC
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Owning a Volkswagen

Volkswagen New Vehicle Warranty

Volkswagen Caddy Trendline and Caddy 

Maxi Comfortline are covered by an 

unlimited kilometre 3 year manufacturer’s 

warranty, which includes Volkswagen Assist 

(24 hour roadside assistance). Caddy is 

also covered by a 3 year paintwork and 12 

year anti-corrosion perforation warranty.

Volkswagen Assist 24 hour roadside 

assistance

As a valued customer, you can be assured 

that, wherever you travel within Australia, 

you will have access to roadside assistance, 

24 hours a day, 365 days a year. This is 

complimentary for the duration of the 

vehicle’s original Volkswagen warranty 

period. You will receive help in the event of 

a breakdown or accident and, if required, 

your vehicle will be mobilised or transported 

to an Authorised Volkswagen Repair Centre.

Volkswagen Extended Warranty

Why not continue the confidence of a 

Volkswagen Warranty by purchasing a 

Volkswagen Extended Warranty? For further 

details on this option, please contact your 

local Volkswagen Dealer.

Volkswagen Service

Your Authorised Volkswagen Service 

Centre is part of Volkswagen’s global 

Quality Management System, ensuring  

all dealers are certified to ISO 9001:2000 – 

an internationally recognised Quality 

Standard. Authorised Volkswagen Service 

Centres have factory trained technicians 

equipped with the very latest diagnostic 

equipment, specialist tooling and 

Volkswagen Genuine Parts. An Authorised 

Volkswagen Service Centre undertakes 

work in accordance with factory specified 

guidelines and maintenance schedules.

The new Volkswagen Service app is 

available to download from the Apple  

App Store and Google Play™ store app. 

Featuring parking place reminder and 

timer, Volkswagen roadside assistance, 

Volkswagen dealer search and the latest 

tips for services, Genuine Parts and 

Accessories. Keeps your Volkswagen 

running like a Volkswagen.

Volkswagen Genuine Parts®

Volkswagen Genuine Parts® are designed 

for your vehicle and approved by Volkswagen, 

with particular regard to safety. The 

workmanship, dimensional accuracy and 

materials used in these parts comply with 

factory specifications. To ensure safety 

and reliability, Volkswagen recommends 

the use of Volkswagen Genuine Parts®. 

Volkswagen Authorised Dealers offer a  

2 year warranty on Genuine Parts from the 

date of purchase.

Capped Price Servicing

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles have 

introduced Capped Price Servicing across 

the entire Commercial Vehicle Range. This 

new program supports our commitment to 

customer satisfaction and provides total 

transparency for complete peace of mind.

All vehicles registered after 1 January 2013 

will be covered for a total of 90,000km (or 

180,000km for Crafter models) or six years 

(whichever comes first). Our scheduled 

service includes the regular replacement of 

oil filters, engine oil and sump plug washer 

at each service interval, as well as the 

standard replacement of the air filter (at 

45,000 and 90,000km) and spark plugs 

(every 60,000km).

To reference how much each service  

will cost for your specific Volkswagen 

Commercial Vehicle, you can contact your 

participating Volkswagen dealer or go to 

www.volkswagen-commercial.com.au

Environment

On a local level, we have undertaken a 

number of initiatives to reduce the 

environmental impact of our business 

processes, including careful recycling of 

office waste, for example. Energy usage is 

being reduced through lights controlled by 

motion sensors in toilets, kitchens and 

meeting rooms. 

But there’s no question that the area in 

which we can contribute most to 

environmental sustainability is with our 

vehicles. Our TDI diesel engines consume 

less fuel and emit less exhaust fumes 

offering high torque and performance, 

while our diesel particulate filters extract 

soot from the exhaust fumes. Numerous 

engines already fulfill the very stringent 

Euro 5 norm.

Our dual-clutch DSG gearbox provides 

the comfort of conventional automatic 

transmission and the dynamic drive of a 

manual transmission. It has significantly 

lower fuel consumption in comparison 

with a conventional automatic transmission 

with torque conversion. The newest 

member of our DSG family is the 7 gear 

DSG transmission for front transverse 

mounting, and is the first dual-clutch 

gearbox with a ‘dry’ double clutch, 

achieving exciting new fuel consumption 

efficiencies.
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Scan here to 
download the 
Volkswagen 
Service App on 
your smartphone.
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General information

Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd. 24 Muir Road, Chullora, NSW 2190. ABN 14 093 117 876. Specifications 

are as planned at August 2014 for model year 2015 and are subject to change without notice or obligation. Cars and accessories are 

shown for illustrative purposes only and may not depict Australian specifications. Fuel consumption figures according to Australian 

Design Rules (ADR) 81/02. All Volkswagen approved parts and accessories are warranted for 2 years/unlimited kilometres. All warranties 

implied by legislation or otherwise are excluded to the maximum extent permitted by law. The liability of Volkswagen shall, subject 

to the law, be limited at Volkswagen’s discretion: 1. In the case of the goods, the repair or the cost of repair, or the replacement or the 

cost of replacement; and 2. In the case of services, the re-supply of the services or the cost of re-supply of the services. All information 

in this brochure is correct at time of publication, however variations may occur from time to time and Volkswagen, in so far as it 

is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this 

brochure. The colours shown in the brochure are indicative only and may vary from actual items owing to the printing process. 

Authorised Volkswagen dealers will provide up-to-date information on model application, design feature, prices and availability 

on request. Volkswagen Insurance & Volkswagen Extended Warranty are provided by Allianz Australia Insurance Limited (Allianz), 

AFS Licence No. 234708, ABN 15 000 122 580. In arranging this insurance, Volkswagen Financial Services Australia Limited, ABN 

20 097 071 460 & Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd, ABN 14 093 117 896 and the authorised dealers act as agents of Allianz and 

not as your agent. Volkswagen Finance is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services Australia Limited. Locked Bag 6252, 

Regents Park, NSW 2143. Tel: 02 9695 6311.
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